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Abstract
The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol now prevailing in wireless LANs is vulnerable to selfish backoff attacks consisting in selection
of short backoff times in the constituent CSMA/CA procedure. Administrative prevention of such attacks fails in ad hoc con-
figurations, where stations’ behavior cannot be mandated. In this paper we take an incentive-oriented game-theoretic approach
whereby stations are allowed to maximize their payoffs (achieved success rates). Using a fairly accurate performance model we
show that a noncooperative CSMA/CA game then arises with a payoff structure characteristic of a Prisoners’ Dilemma. For a re-
peated CSMA/CA game, a novel SPELL strategy is proposed and shown to yield to simple algorithmic design. Assuming that the
stations are rational players and wish to maximize a mean-value-type long-term utility, SPELL is further shown to deter a single
attacker by providing a disincentive to deviate from SPELL.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The prevailing MAC protocol for ad hoc wireless local-area networks (LANs) is IEEE 802.11 DCF [10] (see
Table 1 for an explanation of related acronyms). Its key mechanism called CSMA/CA has a transmitting station
back off for a random time upon a frame collision to avoid further collisions. While utilizing the channel bandwidth
efficiently provided that all the stations are cooperative, CSMA/CA may potentially foster selfish behavior consisting
in systematic selection of incorrectly short backoff times, further called a backoff attack. Evidence from simulation
and experimentation [3,18] shows that a backoff attack brings about long-term unfairness (an unfairly large long-term
bandwidth share for an attacking station at the cost of the other LAN stations) on top of the well-known phenomenon
of IEEE 802.11 short-term unfairness [12]. Nowadays such an attack is also easy to launch with user-accessible
software [3] and hence becomes a major security concern for honest users.
Existing approaches to backoff attacks rely on identification of the culprits via anomaly detection algorithms
and subsequent selective penalization using administrative leverage or reputation schemes [14,18], random jamming
[5,17], or forced randomness of backoff times (thus entailing a major overhaul of IEEE 802.11) [6]. Behind all these
approaches is the need for an authentication infrastructure, which ad hoc networks typically lack. This paper addresses
the problem in a game-theoretic framework and offers some algorithmic disincentives to potential attackers, while not
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IEEE 802.11-related acronyms
CSMA/CA Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
CTS Clear to Send
DCF Distributed Coordination Function
DIFS DCF Interframe Space
DSSS direct sequence spread spectrum
FHSS frequency hopping spread spectrum
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
MAC medium access control
NAV Network Allocation Vector
OFDM orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
RTS Request to Send
SIFS Short Interframe Space
affecting CSMA/CA operation and permitting station anonymity. We thus contribute to the still underexplored area of
game-theoretic design of distributed MAC protocols resilient to selfish behavior (cf. [1,2,5,13,15,17,21,23]). At the
core of the proposed solution is the recognition, based on the observed network performance, of the number of sta-
tions currently launching a backoff attack; for this purpose, a fairly accurate model of CSMA/CA performance under
backoff attack is presented. Next we propose a station strategy called SPELL that permits to reach a subgame perfect
Nash equilibrium (NE). Informally, if all the stations use SPELL then ultimately all of them play honestly, whereas
a station deviating from SPELL by persistently attempting a backoff attack is asymptotically punished; however, if it
reverts to SPELL at any time then the punishment ultimately becomes imperceptible.
In Section 2 we describe a wireless LAN model and discuss related work. Stochastic performance under a backoff
attack is studied in Section 3. In Section 4 we define one-shot and repeated CSMA/CA games. SPELL is described
and analyzed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes and outlines further research.
2. Backoff attack scenery
Below we state the network model, briefly summarize CSMA/CA operation, and look at some related work on
selfish MAC-layer behavior.
2.1. Network operation
Consider a full-coverage ad hoc wireless LAN with N stations using the IEEE 802.11 MAC-layer protocol [10]
to access a single channel. We assume negligible inter-station propagation delays and perfect channel and station
operation. Furthermore we assume that: (1) the network operates under saturation i.e., each station is always ready
to transmit user packets in the form of DATA frames, and (2) a station remains anonymous to non-recipients in that,
based on a set of frames sensed on the medium, no non-recipient can either (a) deduce the identity of the sender or
recipients, or even (b) reliably detect that any two frames have a common sender or recipient.
Assumption 1 motivates selfish behavior: it is only under heavy load that the stations get interested in achieving
larger-than-fair bandwidth shares. Part (a) of assumption 2 rules out selective punishment for a backoff attack, whereas
part (b) renders backoff attacks undetectable by means of statistical traffic analysis. This assumption is justified by the
fact that a station’s physical identity (location) is untraceable due to mobility and the lack of tracking devices within
the network, whereas its logical identity (e.g., network-layer address) can be obscured by fictitious MAC addresses
(with any true identity information possibly encrypted end-to-end in the DATA frame payload). It seems reasonable
to design countermeasures against backoff attacks under assumption 2, as they then provide a “security lower bound”
for countermeasures relying on station identification.
CSMA/CA operates as follows. If the basic access method is used then, upon a DATA frame transmission, a station
waits until the medium has been sensed idle for a predefined DIFS interval. Then it sets a local backoff counter to a
random value between 0 and CW − 1, where CW is the current contention window. Initially, CW is set to a minimum
wmin. The backoff counter is decremented each time the medium is sensed idle for a predefined slot interval, with the
countdown frozen whenever the medium is sensed busy and resumed after it is sensed idle for another DIFS interval.
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When the backoff counter has reached zero the station understands it has captured a “virtual token” and transmits a
DATA frame. If successful, the frame is responded to by a recipient’s ACK frame and CW is reset to wmin. Otherwise
i.e., if several stations simultaneously capture the “virtual token”, their DATA frames collide, but each of them will
have inferred a collision from the lack of ACK response. Subsequently it will double CW (unless a maximum wmax has
been reached), set the backoff counter to a random integer from the range [0,CW − 1], and start another countdown.
Consecutive collisions beyond a certain limit cause a transmission abort; we neglect this feature in our model. A SIFS
interval, shorter than DIFS, is specified to guarantee uninterrupted DATA + ACK exchange.
If the RTS/CTS access method is used, a station whose backoff counter has reached zero transmits a short RTS
frame. A successful RTS frame is responded to by a recipient’s short CTS frame and a DATA frame transmission
follows. If two or more stations simultaneously transmit RTS frames, they will infer a collision (since no CTS frame
follows), double their contention windows and set their backoff counters similarly as before. A SIFS interval guar-
antees uninterrupted four-way exchange of successful RTS and then CTS, DATA, and ACK frames. Fig. 1 illustrates
the workings of CSMA/CA under basic access IEEE 802.11 DCF in a simplified way; the timing of a DATA + ACK
exchange without interference of other stations is shown in Fig. 1(a), whereas in Fig. 1(b), station 1 is beaten by
station 2 to a DATA frame transmission and freezes its backoff counter until another DIFS period of idle medium is
detected. Fig. 1(c) presents a simplified pseudocode of CSMA/CA operation under IEEE 802.11 DCF.
We complete the model by assuming that (3) at each station, the local wmin and wmax are configurable by user
accessible software. Assumption 3 enables a backoff attack; see [18] and vendor data for details of manipulating these
parameters in some existing network adapters. We rule out, however, selfish or malicious tampering with any other
IEEE 802.11 parameters or functions e.g., DIFS or NAV; such tampering can be prevented or detected using simple
means [3].
2.2. Related work
Existing approaches to backoff attacks (more generally, to MAC-layer selfish behavior) can be categorized as
detection and penalization-based, and incentive-based (game-theoretic). The first approach relies on identification of
the culprits via statistical anomaly detection, and subsequent selective penalization using reputation; these schemes
require as prerequisites a distributed authentication infrastructure, hard to come by in ad hoc systems, a reputation
infrastructure with its communication and processing overhead, as well as stations’ willingness to build reputation
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behavior at each station (playing the game to maximize payoff) leads to a globally acceptable outcome e.g., high total
bandwidth utilization. Although the literature following the two approaches appears to form separate lines of research,
the distinction between them is in fact not sharp: the prospect of a penalty can be viewed as a cost constituent of game
payoffs and a disincentive to launch a backoff attack. From a different angle, the presence of a dedicated subsystem
supporting penalties e.g., reputation database, qualifies as the first approach. Game-theoretic papers can be further
categorized depending on the (subjectively assessed) level of exogeneity of the game payoffs: “purely” game-theoretic
solutions only account for the endogenous (self-imposed) figures of merit i.e., the received bandwidth shares; second-
tier solutions introduce combined payoffs such as the ratio, or linear combination, of the bandwidth shares and power
consumption, believed to be self-imposed by the players (hence, containing the researcher’s beliefs as an exogenous
element); third-tier solutions include completely exogenous payoff constituents such as reputation.
Within the detection and penalization-based approach, concrete solutions differ primarily in the means of detection
of a backoff attack they attempt to create. In [14], a recipient controlled backoff scheme is proposed whereby succes-
sive backoff times are announced by the recipients of the intended DATA frame transmissions, rather than being drawn
from the range [0,CW −1] at a sender station (this implies a major overhaul of IEEE 802.11). A sender’s disobedience
is detected at the recipient by comparing the observed and announced number of empty slots preceding a given DATA
frame, and punished by announcing a larger backoff for the next frame from that sender. Neither of these two steps
is trivial: the former has to cope with interleaved transmission from several sender stations and with CW expansion
upon collisions, not all of which are perceptible to the recipient assuming there may be hidden stations; the latter
must ensure fairness among all the senders transmitting to one recipient and the punishment must be administered
with restraint in view of possible false detections of disobedience. Persistent disobedience is diagnosed and reported
to a reputation system. Apart from violation of the MAC standard, the solution may be criticized for the need of a
costly authentication and reputation infrastructure. Moreover, it only works assuming the recipient never misbehaves
or colludes with any of its senders (the latter is particularly rash given that a sender and recipient are tied by a com-
mon interest). In [6], simple cryptography is used to produce an improvement ensuring randomness of each backoff
time—i.e., the sender can be certain it is not being punished without a reason, while being unable to launch an unde-
tected backoff attack. The RTS + CTS + DATA + ACK exchange is a vehicle for a coin flipping scheme: the recipient
commits to a random value R by announcing its hash R˜ in the CTS frame; subsequently the sender appends another
random value S to the DATA frame and finally the recipient announces R in the ACK frame, whereupon the next
backoff time is computed as the bit-by-bit exclusive-OR of R and S. If the sender detects that the hash of R does not
match R˜ it can report the recipient as misbehaving. The scheme in itself does not address sender-recipient collusion,
which is left to a third party using complex statistical anomaly detection algorithms. Moreover, extra transmission
overhead is imposed to transport R˜, S, and R. Finally, like in the previous solution, an authentication infrastructure is
necessary.
Another solution also within the above approach [18] leaves the MAC standard intact, but besides station authen-
tication requires the presence of a trusted party known to never misbehave (therefore is mainly suitable for hot-spot
wireless LANs). The trusted party (usually the access point) is equipped with a software agent called DOMINO, re-
sponsible for backoff attack detection and penalization; to detect deviations from supposedly random backoff times at
each station, a number of statistical tests are employed based on observation of separation times between consecutive
DATA frames. (Some of the tests have been criticized and improved in [6].)
A simple game-theoretic solution is presented in [17]. Each station’s strategic options are confined to “timid”
(observing IEEE 802.11 DCF), “greedy” (backoff counter disengaged), and “player”. The latter option drives the
stations away from playing “greedy” by selective jamming of their DATA frames; a “greedy” station is recognized as
such upon receipt of a predefined number of consecutive DATA frames from that station (thus authentication is again
necessary). Although the reasoning is purely intuitive and lacks game-theoretic analysis, the basic conjecture—that
a “player” station should administer jamming so as to equalize “greedy” and “player” bandwidth shares—is close to
postulating the convergence to a Nash equilibrium (NE) different from “all-greedy”. A more systematic study in the
same spirit is presented in [5]. Game payoffs are defined as weighted combinations of received bandwidth shares and
excess transmission rates over some target value. From the Kuhn–Tucker theorem the authors derive the existence and
uniqueness of a NE, whose location can be controlled by appropriate choice of the weights, in particular can be close
to Pareto optimality. Next a dynamic game is described where each station adjusts its transmission rate in proportion
to the payoff derivative with respect to the transmission rate, which, by Lyapunov’s stability theorem, guarantees
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on; to enforce the target each station must measure its own bandwidth share and compare with the other stations’
(which again requires station authentication); upon a series of adjustments leading to a temporary stabilization of
the transmission rates, a station with a currently smaller transmission rate must penalize those with currently larger
transmission rates by jamming their DATA frames, a violation of the MAC standard. To avoid driving the target
rate to zero, jamming is not allowed until the adjustments are over, a provision hard to enforce. Note that the above
game-theoretic solutions are “pure” in that they only introduce endogenous payoffs (namely, the stations’ bandwidth
shares).
Constrained optimization in a game-theoretic context is also used in [7]. The authors focus on the rarely addressed
issue of selfish MAC-layer behavior in multihop IEEE 802.11 mobile ad hoc networks. In a conceptual link contention
graph, vertices are station-to-station wireless links (two stations being within each other’s transmission range) and
vertex adjacency reflects the sender or recipient of one link being within the interference range of the sender or
recipient of the other. Any maximal clique in such a graph (a fully connected subgraph not being a subgraph of
another fully connected subgraph) represents a collision domain (a set of links that can be used by one DATA frame
at a time). Network optimization then consists in maximizing a sum of end-to-end flow satisfaction measures subject
to the capacity constraints associated with each maximal clique. This can be turned via Lagrangian relaxation into a
dynamic noncooperative game, each flow being assigned a combined satisfaction and capacity-related payoff to be
maximized individually by a series of gradient search-type adjustments of CW at the stations it traverses. The game
ends up at a unique NE whose location, because of the capacity constraints, is away from “all-greedy”. In a proposed
implementation, CW adjustments use feedback from the network, with increased collision rates and queuing delays
indicating that a clique capacity is being approached. It might appear that this solution is not “purely” game-theoretic
since clique capacity constraints are exogenous—one could doubt why a station sending a flow down the next link
along an end-to-end path should be concerned about flows on other links. However, some other links of a clique may
be used by the flow further down the path and so reflect upon the flow’s satisfaction. The solution is also interesting
as it does not require station authentication. Unfortunately, it is not applicable to ad hoc LANs, where the maximal
clique covers all of the network and no capacity constraint keeps the NE away from “all-greedy” (i.e., there is a
uniform incentive to launch a backoff attack).
3. Stochastic performance model
We analyze saturated CSMA/CA under backoff attack using a station’s success rate as a performance measure;
thereby we factor out DATA and control frame lengths, MAC- and physical-layer timing parameters, as well as the
access method (basic or RTS/CTS).
3.1. Performance of saturated CSMA/CA
Define L so that wmax = wmin · 2L, thus the backoff scheme is fully characterized by a pair w = 〈wmin,L〉 (e.g.,
w = 〈16,6〉 is recommended for 54 Mb/s OFDM-based or 1 Mb/s FHSS-based physical layer, and w = 〈32,5〉 is
recommended for 11 Mb/s DSSS-based physical layer).
Bianchi [4] introduces a Markovian model of CSMA/CA under saturation, assuming a common configuration
〈wmin,L〉 at all stations and neglecting backoff freezing. His approach relies on an “independence hypothesis”
whereby each station perceives the presence of the other stations through a constant probability c of a foreign
transmission in any slot during backoff countdown. At each station, c can be interpreted as the rate of RTS or
DATA frame transmission attempts by other stations, or as the inferred collision rate (percentage of own unsuc-
cessful frame transmission attempts). Given c, the steady-state frame transmission rate at a station is shown to be
t (c) = 1/(wmin+12 + wmin4 ·
∑L
l=1(2c)l). To reflect backoff freezing upon sensing the medium busy one can also write
t (c) = 1/B , where B is the average value of the backoff counter upon a frame transmission.1 The backoff counter is
decremented in each slot where the medium is sensed idle; when it reaches zero, another attempt follows. On average,
the backoff counter is frozen at any positive value for 1/(1 − c) consecutive slots. Hence, t (c) = 1/(B−11−c + 1) = 1−cB−c ,
1 This is a consequence of the renewal-reward theorem; for further refinements of the model see e.g., [25].
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(1)t (c) = 1 − c
(wmin + 1)/2 + (wmin/4) ·∑Ll=1(2c)l − c .
By the “independence hypothesis”, c can be determined as the unique solution of
(2)c = 1 − [1 − t (c)]N−1.
The solution of (2) and the corresponding transmission rate, cˆ and tˆ , determine each station’s achieved bandwidth
share [4], which is, however, physical layer, access method, and DATA frame length specific. To remove dependence
on these facets and focus on general properties of saturated CSMA/CA, we measure a station’s performance as its
success rate:
(3)b = tˆ · (1 − cˆ)
Tˆ
,
where Tˆ = 1 − (1 − tˆ )N is the total frame transmission rate. Thus b represents the rate of successful frame transmis-
sions per busy backoff slot. Clearly, b is indicative of the achieved bandwidth share.2
3.2. Extension of Bianchi’s model
Assume now that each station n can configure its backoff scheme individually with wn = 〈wn,min,Ln〉 possibly
departing from the IEEE 802.11 standard. Smaller wn,min and Ln correspond to a “more selfish” station n i.e., the
more it deprives the other ones of transmission opportunity. In fact, unless wn = 〈1,L〉 is allowed, the most selfish
backoff configuration is wn = 〈2,0〉, whereby station n backs off for one slot only, or does not back off at all regardless
of inferred collisions. Any “less selfish” configuration could lead to station n being outperformed by stations adopting
〈2,0〉. wn = 〈1,L〉 could be impractical, as it would cut off all the other stations, including those with which station
n might wish to communicate. We discuss wn = 〈1,0〉 in Section 5.3.
To focus on realistic scenarios, we do not explore the possibility of a different backoff scheme configuration at
each station; instead we assume that x stations out of N adopt a self-optimized backoff scheme configuration, while
the other N − x adopt the standard configuration prescribed for the present physical layer. Thus x stations are selfish
with wn = ws = 〈2,0〉, and N − x stations are honest with wn = wh, where wh is significantly “larger” than ws (e.g.,
wh = 〈16,6〉 or 〈32,5〉). Note that the inferred collision rates may differ at honest and selfish stations, so we write ch
and cs. It is natural to extend Bianchi’s model to get expressions for th(ch) and ts(cs) similar to (1). This leads to a
fixed-point relationship in ch and cs analogous to (2):
ch = 1 −
[
1 − th(ch)
]N−x−1[1 − ts(cs)]x,
(4)cs = 1 −
[
1 − ts(cs)
]x−1[1 − th(ch)]N−x, x = 1, . . . ,N − 1
(the cases x = 0 and x = N reduce to (2)). Numerical analysis shows that for ws = 〈2,0〉 and any wh prescribed for
various existing physical layer technologies, (4) admits a unique solution (cˆh, cˆs); let (tˆh, tˆs) be the corresponding
frame transmission rates. The success rates of a selfish and honest station are respectively bh = tˆh · (1 − cˆh)/Tˆ and
bs = tˆs · (1 − cˆs)/Tˆ , where Tˆ = 1 − (1 − tˆs)x(1 − tˆh)N−x .
3.3. Mixed model
Since it hinges upon the “independence hypothesis”, the above extension of Bianchi’s model becomes less accurate,
the more frequent and correlated are frame collisions. Given that selfish stations tend to configure wmin and L much
smaller than the standard recommends, such an extension can be expected to yield highly inaccurate frame transmis-
sion and collision rates at selfish stations, particularly if they are few. Assuming ws = 〈2,0〉, a mixed model described
2 Although for extremely large contention windows the success rate grows to 100% as the bandwidth share approaches zero (since most of the
bandwidth remains unused while all the stations’ backoff counters drop from large values), we confine ourselves to realistic settings where the
bandwidth share increases monotonously in the success rate.
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below better captures the dynamics of CSMA/CA under saturation, as it alleviates the ”independence hypothesis”
within the set of selfish stations.
The mixed model comprises N − x honest stations and one “selfish aggregate” representing all x selfish stations.
The latter is modeled by a one-dimensional Markov chain with state space {0, . . . , x} depicted in Fig. 2. Each state
encodes the number of selfish stations with expired backoff counters, hence attempting to transmit an RTS or DATA
frame in the present slot. For legibility, only transitions from generic and boundary states are shown. From state
k > 0, states j = 0, . . . , k can be directly reached; each such transition corresponds to exactly j out of k previously
transmitting stations setting the backoff counter to zero for an immediate retransmission attempt. The self-loop at state
0 reflects all selfish stations freezing their backoff counters at one as they sense a frame transmission attempt by some
honest stations; this happens with probability cs, now interpreted as the total rate of frame transmission attempts by
all the honest stations. Finally, the transition from state 0 to state x occurs when all the selfish stations decrement their
backoff counters upon sensing the medium idle. Instead of finding the steady-state probabilities we note that for the
selfish stations,
(5)ts(cs) = Γx
Γx + cs/(1 − cs) + 1 ,
(6)bs = 2 · Ψx · (1 − cs)
x · [Γx + cs/(1 − cs)] ,
where Γx is the first-passage time from state x to state 0 and Ψx is the probability that the passage does not omit
state 1. To explain (5), divide the operation of the “selfish aggregate” into cycles. Each cycle starts at state x and until
state 0 is reached (after Γx slots on average), each subsequent slot contains a frame transmission attempt by a selfish
station. Then the honest stations attempt their frame transmissions; by the “independence assumption”, this occurs
in cs/(1 − cs) consecutive slots on average and is followed by an idle slot, whereupon the selfish stations’ backoff
counters are decremented to reach zero and the cycle begins anew. Thus cs/(1− cs)+1 represents the average sojourn
time in state 0, where none of the selfish stations transmit. In (6), the factor 2 = 1/(1 − 1/2) in the numerator is the
average sojourn time in state 1 (consecutive frame transmission attempts by a single selfish station followed by setting
the backoff counter to zero). Thus the numerator represents the average number of successful frame transmission
attempts by a selfish station per cycle, whereas Γx + cs/(1 − cs) is the average number of busy slots per cycle. The
division by x reflects a fair distribution of the “selfish aggregate” success rate among the selfish stations.
The following recurrence relationships can be deduced from Fig. 2:
(7)Γx = 1 + 2−x
x∑
j=0
(
x
j
)
Γj , x  1
(8)Ψx = 2−x
x∑
j=0
(
x
j
)
Ψj , x  2
with Γ0 = 0, Ψ0 = 0, and Ψ1 = 1. Recurrences of this type arise in the analysis of incomplete digital trees and
can be solved using exponential generating functions [19] or Poisson generating functions [20]. Recall that for an
infinite sequence of real numbers (ax)x=0,1,2,..., the Poisson generating function is defined as Ha(z) =∑∞x=0 e−z zxx! ax .
Given Ha(z) and its power series expansion
∑∞
j=0
hj
j ! z
j
, one can recover the original sequence as ax =∑xj=0 (xj)hj .
Another property that comes in handy when analyzing (7) and (8) is that the Poisson generating function of the
sequence (2−x
∑x (x)
aj )x=0,1,2,... is Ha(z/2). Applying these two properties, multiplying both sides of (7) byj=0 j
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x! , summing over x = 0,1,2, . . . , and taking into account the initial condition Γ0 = 0, we get the functional
equation:
HΓ (z) =
∞∑
x=1
e−z · zx
x! + HΓ (z/2) − Γ0
i.e., HΓ (z) − HΓ (z/2) = 1 − e−z. Expanding both sides into power series and comparing the coefficients at equal
powers of z we arrive at h0 = 0 and hj = (−1)j+1(1−2−j ) for j > 0, and finally
(9)Γx =
x∑
j=0
(
x
j
)
(−1)j+1
1 − 2−j .
Applying a Poisson generating function to (8), taking into account the initial conditions Ψ0 = 0 and Ψ1 = 1, and
calculating along the same lines as for the Γx leads to the functional equation:
HΨ (z) = e−z · z + HΨ (z/2) − Ψ0 − Ψ12 · e
−z · z
i.e., HΨ (z) − HΨ (z/2) = z · e−z/2. Hence, h0 = 0 and hj = j (−1)j−12(1−2−j ) for j > 0, and finally
(10)Ψx = x ·
x−1∑
j=0
(
x − 1
j
)
(−1)j
2 − 2−j .
The success rates of honest stations are obtained similarly as in Section 3.2 using (1) and solving
ch = 1 −
[
1 − th(ch)
]N−x−1[1 − ts(cs)],
(11)cs = 1 −
[
1 − th(ch)
]N−x
, x = 1, . . . ,N − 1
(the cases x = 0 and x = N reduce to (2)). Like (4), (11) can be shown via numerical calculation to admit a unique
solution for existing physical layer technologies.
In further presentation we indicate the dependence of the stations’ success rates on N and x. Table 2 presents
bh(N,x), bs(N,x), and the total success rate bΣ(N,x) = (N − x) · bh(N,x) + x · bs(N,x) obtained from the mixed
model for N = 10 and 20, assuming wh = 〈16,6〉. The results were validated using Monte Carlo simulation, with 95%
confidence intervals reduced to less than 1% of the obtained sample averages. For comparison, analysis using extended
Bianchi model was also carried out. Table 2 also contains relative errors of bs(N,x) produced by both models with
respect to simulation (italicized entries; left: mixed model, right: extended Bianchi model). Note that while the mixed
model yields a good match with simulation, it slightly underestimates bs(N,x); still, the approximation is far better
than that of the extended Bianchi model.
Table 2 illustrates that for any N and x < N,bs(N,x + 1) and bh(N,x) decrease in x and
(12)bs(N,x + 1) > bh(N,x),
Table 2
Success rates obtained from the mixed model
x bh(N,x), bs(N,x)(%), and relative error of bs(N,x)(%) bΣ(N,x)(%)
N = 10 N = 20 N = 10 N = 20
0 8.1 mixed EBM 3.8 mixed EBM
1 0.2 94.7 −4.4 −5.8 0.2 89.6 −8.7 −11.7 96.5 93.1
2 0.1 24.4 −2.5 29.5 0.1 23.6 −5.5 24.8 49.4 48.8
3 0.1 14.9 −1.4 16.2 0.1 14.6 −3.8 12.7 45.1 44.7
4 0 10.2 −0.9 10.8 0 10.0 −2.8 7.0 41.1 40.8
5 0 7.6 −0.7 7.0 0 7.5 −2.7 2.9 38.0 37.7
10 3.1 0.1 −4.3 0 3.0 −1.2 −9.2 30.5 30.4
20 1.3 0.3 −20.7 25.4
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That is, a station always benefits by playing selfishly, yet too many selfish stations become worse off than they
would be if all of them were playing honestly. The critical number of selfish stations at which that happens is close
to N/2 e.g., equals 3, 5, 7, and 9 respectively for N = 5,10,15, and 20. Before we consider the above results from
a game-theoretic angle, let us point to three more features invariant across a wide range of N .3 First, bh(N,0) is
distinctly nonzero, while bh(N,x) ≈ 0 for x > 0; second, bs(N,x) distinctly drops with x if x is not too large; finally,
bΣ(N,x) varies much less distinctly with N than with x. Using these and by observing its own and the total success
rate, each station n can infer x with a certain granularity (even though it has no means of knowing N or wm for m = n,
and the success rates may be observed inaccurately). If wn = ws, observation of bn permits to distinguish the cases
x = 1, . . . , x = x∗, and x > x∗, where x∗  5. If wn = wh, a similar distinction follows from the observed bΣ , while
observation of bn yields a distinction between x = 0 and x > 0. (Even in our anonymous setting, bΣ is observable via
monitoring of successful DATA + ACK exchanges.)
4. CSMA/CA game
Given the choice between wh and ws, each station pursues a maximum success rate independently of (i.e., not
seeking binding agreements with) the other stations; yet the result depends not only on its own choice, but also the
other stations’. Thus a noncooperative N -player CSMA/CA game arises, in which success rates are the payoffs. Below
we recall a few basic notions of game theory [9] in the context of our network model. First we consider a one-shot
game, in which selection of wh or ws is a single act performed simultaneously at all the stations.
Definition 1. A CSMA/CA game is a triple ({1, . . . ,N},W,b), where {1, . . . ,N} is the set of players (stations),
W = {wh,ws} is the set of feasible actions (backoff scheme configurations), and b :WN → RN is a payoff function.
Each station n selects wn ∈ W and subsequently receives a payoff (success rate) bn(w) dependent on the action profile
w = (wn,w−n), where w−n represents the opponent profile i.e., the actions selected by all the stations besides n.
Definition 2. An action w is a best reply to w−n if bn(w,w−n) bn(w′,w−n) for all w′ ∈ W . Let BR(w−n) denote
the set of best replies to w−n. A Nash equilibrium (NE) is an action profile w = (wn,w−n) at which wn ∈ BR(w−n)
for all n = 1, . . . ,N .
That is, a NE is an action profile where each station has selected a best reply to the opponent profile, hence one
from which no station has an incentive to deviate unilaterally. Such an outcome can be expected when all the stations
are rational (i.e., only interested in maximizing their own payoffs) and their rationality is common knowledge [9].
Definition 3. An action profile w ∈ WN is fair if b1(w) = · · · = bN(w). A fair action profile w is efficient if
bn(w)  bn(w′) for any other fair action profile w′.
In the CSMA/CA game, bn(wn,w−n) = bh(N,x) if wn = wh and bn(wn,w−n) = bs(N,x) if wn = ws, where x
is the cardinality of the set {n = 1, . . . ,N | wn = ws}. As Table 2 shows, the only fair action profiles are all-wh and
all-ws (all stations selecting wh and ws, respectively), of which only the former is efficient, cf. (13). Thus all-wh is a
desirable outcome from the global design viewpoint, as it corresponds to a cooperative (“live-and-let-live”) scenario.
Unfortunately, it is not a NE: as seen from (12), BR(w−n) = {ws} for any n and any w−n, implying that the unique
(and inefficient) NE is all-ws. It follows that the CSMA/CA game is a multiplayer Prisoners’ Dilemma [24], where
playing selfish is a dominating action (the best reply to any opponent profile, as determined by (12)) and the payoffs of
all players decrease with the number of selfish players; the latter feature implies that the dominating actions intersect
at an inefficient NE (as determined by (13)).
We now wish to model a situation where the stations may learn from past experience and, in pursuit of a longer-
term goal, may incline to honest play in search for efficient action profiles. A suitable framework is that of repeated
3 For N  20, bh(N,0) 3%, while bh(N,x) < 1% for x > 0; moreover, if x  5 then bh(N,x + 1) is at least 20% less than bh(N,x), and for
any N,N ′  20, bΣ (N,x + 1) is at least 6% less than bΣ(N ′, x). Note that 20 seems a reasonable upper bound for the number of wireless LAN
stations simultaneously operating at saturation.
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shot CSMA/CA game. For each stage k = 1,2, . . . , station n selects wkn ∈ {ws,wh} so that wk = (wk1, . . . ,wkN) is the
resulting action profile, whereas the received stage payoffs are
(14)bkn =
{
bs(N,x
k), if wkn = ws,
bh(N,xk), if wkn = wh,
with xk = |{m = 1, . . . ,N | wkm = ws}|. (x1, . . . , xk) is the play path up to stage k; in view of our earlier discussion, it
is common knowledge to all the stations. Given the current play path, station n’s strategy σn specifies the probability
of selecting wk+1n = ws i.e., σn :Π → [0,1], where Π is the set of all finite-length play paths. Along with the strategy
profile σ = (σn,σ−n), a play path π ∈ Π induces a probability distribution μ(σnσ−n;π) of future bkn, and hence
the future average stage payoffs Eμ(σn,σ−n;π)bkn. The long-term utility station n maximizes is a limit inferior-type
asymptotic [11]:4
(15)un(σn,σ−n;π) = lim infk→∞Eμ(σn,σ−n;π)bkn.
A desirable strategy σ ∗ satisfies
(16)bh(N,0) = un
(
σ ∗, (σ ∗, . . . , σ ∗);π) un(σ, (σ ∗, . . . , σ ∗);π)
for all n = 1, . . . ,N , and any strategy σ and play path π ∈ Π . The equality in (16) implies that ultimately the “live-
and-let-live” (all-wh) scenario prevails, whereas the inequality states that the strategy profile all-σ ∗ is a subgame
perfect NE [9].
5. SPELL strategy
In this section we present a strategy called Selfish Play to Elicit “Live-and-let-Live” (SPELL) that satisfies (16) on
conditions specified below. A station deviating from SPELL cannot improve its utility if the others play SPELL. If,
however, it does deviate and finds its payoffs worsening (perhaps after an initial improvement), it can revert to SPELL
at any time, ending up in a “live-and-let-live” scenario.
5.1. Description
SPELL is configured with two integer parameters, Y and M , and a sequence (P r )r=1,2,... of complementary proba-
bility distribution functions over positive integers. The play proceeds in spells, each lasting a random number of stages
drawn from P r i.e., Pr[spell lasts  i stages] = P r(i). As r increases, P r should favor longer spells (this is stated
more precisely in Lemma 2 below). If a spell lasts at most Y stages then wh is selected throughout; otherwise ws is
selected in all but the last Y stages (Fig. 3). A station playing SPELL maintains an r-counter and a q-counter. Occa-
sionally, q is disengaged, whereupon the station selects wh in each stage until q is engaged again; this is controlled
by the xk inferred from bkn and bkΣ as explained in Section 3. When engaged, q is set to a random number Q drawn
from P r , decremented after each stage, and upon reaching zero again set to a random number Q drawn from P r , so
that ws is selected when q > Y and wh otherwise. Until the station quits the game (e.g., has nothing to transmit), r can
only be incremented. At the start of the game SPELL initializes r and engages q , and subsequently cycles through the
following steps:
1) play out successive spells using q and P r until xk M , whereupon q is disengaged;
2) play honestly until xk > 0, whereupon engage q and increment r .
Fig. 4(a) shows the corresponding per-stage state transition diagram and Fig. 4(b) illustrates the above description
with a simple scenario for N = 3, where all the stations initially play SPELL with M = 1 and Y = 2 (point k on the
horizontal axis marks the end of stage k). Prior to stage 1 the q-counters at stations 1, 2, and 3 read respectively 6, 5,
and 3; accordingly, honest play starts in stages 5, 4, and 2. In stage 4, station 3 starts playing selfishly again since its q-
counter has reached zero. This happens before either of the other stations starts playing honestly, thus the q-counters
remain engaged. The first stage where at most M stations play selfishly is stage 5, whereupon the q-counters are
4 lim infk→∞ak = limk→∞ inf{ak, ak+1, . . .} exists for any bounded sequence (ak)k=1,2,....
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disengaged and all-wh persists until stage 9, where station 3 deviates by engaging its q-counter. In response, stations
1 and 2 engage their q-counters, increment their r-counters, and in the next stage start a new spell.
We make several remarks. First, if no station deviates from SPELL, step 2, once entered, is executed indefinitely
producing a persistent all-wh. Otherwise, the r-counter is incremented and ever longer spells are favored, thereby
punishing a deviator who has to compete with more stations selecting ws (recall from Section 3.3 that bs(N,x) drops
with x). Second, 0 < M  x∗ should hold and only xk = 0,1  xk  M , and xk > M need to be distinguished.
Finally, a stage should span enough CSMA/CA contentions to produce valid estimates of bkn and bkΣ .
5.2. Properties
We first look at sufficient conditions for SPELL to satisfy the left part of (16) if utility is defined by (15). More
precisely, we want to establish that if all the stations play SPELL then the bkn converge in probability to bh(N,0) as k
increases. The following two facts are useful:
Fact 1. [22] Suppose a set of positive integers is closed under addition and has greatest common divisor one (i.e.,
the integers are relatively prime). Then there exists a threshold such that all consecutive integers above the threshold
belong to the set.
Fact 2. [8] In a finite Markov chain containing transient and absorbing states, the number of state transitions to
absorption is finite with probability one.
Observe that at any station n playing SPELL, the current play path up to stage k only reflects upon the current
values of the r-counter and q-counter, rkn and qkn ; thus checking the left part of (16) for all play paths π ∈ Π amounts
to checking for all possible current settings (rkn, qkn). Let supp(P r ) denote the support of P r i.e., supp(P r ) = {i |
P r(i) − P r(i + 1) > 0}.
Lemma 1. Assume that for each positive integer r , supp(P r ) is finite and contains some relatively prime integers.
Then the equality in (16) is satisfied.
Proof. Suppose that from some stage k on all the stations play SPELL, the current settings being (rkn, qkn), n =
1, . . . ,N . If some stations are executing step 2 in stage k then either xk = 0, so that in stage k + 1 all the other
stations join in step 2 and the assertion follows trivially, or xk > 0, in which case all the stations execute step 1 in
stage k + 1. Since no station deviates from SPELL, the r-counters are never incremented and remain constant at
rkn . It follows that (ql1, . . . , q
l
N )l=k,k+1,... is an N -dimensional Markov chain with a finite state space. States where
|{n = 1, . . . ,N | qln > Y }|M are absorbing (all the stations enter step 2). Moreover, they are accessible from all the
other states, rendering the latter transient. Indeed, prior to absorption the value qkn at station n returns with positive
probability after any number of stages of the form
∑
rk li · i, where li are nonnegative integers. By Fact 1,i∈supp(P n )
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the set of such numbers includes all consecutive integers above a certain threshold. Hence, for a large enough K , the
transition from (qk1 , . . . , q
k
N) to any (q
k+K
1 , . . . , q
k+K
N ) follows whenever each q
k
n has returned after K − (qkn − qk+Kn )
stages i.e., occurs with positive probability. Let the random variable S(qk1 , . . . , q
k
N) represent the number of stages to
absorption, given the settings in stage k. Then by Fact 2, Pr[S(qk1 , . . . , qkN) s] tends to one as s increases. The proof
concludes by noting that Eμ(σn,σ−n;π)bkn = bh(N,0) · Pr[S(qk1 , . . . , qkN) s] + b¯ · (1 − Pr[S(qk1 , . . . , qkN) s]), where
b¯ is bounded. 
To verify the right part of (16) i.e., that the strategy profile all-SPELL is a subgame perfect NE of the repeated
CSMA/CA game, assume that station n (say) is a deviator i.e., σn = σ ′ = SPELL, while σm = SPELL for m = n. Any
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then the assertion follows from the previous lemma, so assume otherwise i.e., that station n is a “persistent deviator”.
Lemma 2. Assume that for each positive integer i, P r(i) increases with r and limr→∞ P r(i) = 1. Then the inequality
in (16) is satisfied.
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 1 and from Fact 1 it follows that with the r-counters fixed, the number of stages
before entering step 2 is finite with probability one: the state for which |{m = 1, . . . ,N | m = n and qlm > Y }| = 0
is accessible from all the other states; with a single “persistent deviator” and M  1 this means |{n = 1, . . . ,N |
qln > Y }|M , which implies an absorbing state under all-SPELL. Thus the play undergoes infinitely many r-counter
increments, and so by our assumption, for any i and ε > 0 there exists an r¯(i) such that P r¯(i)(Y + i) > N−1√1 − ε. Let
the random variable k¯ represent the stage in which the N − 1 SPELL stations increment their r-counters for the r¯ th
time, and pick any k > k¯. Then with probability at least ϑ(i) =∑∞j=1 Pr[k − k¯ = j ][P r¯(i)(Y + j)]N−1 all the SPELL
stations still select ws in stage k. If station n also selects ws to maximize its payoff (cf. (12)) then Eμ(σn,σ−n;π)bkn =
bs(N,N) · ϑ(i) + b¯ · [1 − ϑ(i)], where b¯ is bounded. By taking a sufficiently large i one ensures that ϑ(i) becomes
arbitrarily close to 1 − ε. Recalling (13) concludes the proof. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 yield the following proposition.
Proposition 4. For σ ∗ = SPELL to satisfy the equality and inequality in (16) it suffices that, respectively, (i) for each
positive integer r , supp(P r ) is finite and contains some relatively prime integers, and (ii) for each positive integer
i,P r(i) increases with r and limr→∞ P r(i) = 1.
Since the sufficient conditions for (16) are in terms of P r only, neither M nor Y turns out to be critical to the
correctness of SPELL. This leaves room for performance tuning, cf. Section 5.4.
5.3. Modified SPELL
With wn,min = 1 excluded, all-ws is a unique NE of the CSMA/CA game. Is it reasonable to launch a backoff
attack by not invoking the backoff scheme at all i.e., selecting wn = wg = 〈1,0〉? Clearly, this would leave all stations
besides n with a zero success rate. Station n would land 100% provided that it were the only one to select 〈1,0〉
(hence the subscript “g” for greedy); otherwise it too would get zero. Suppose that the payoffs, now denoted b′,
reflect not only the success rates, but also transmission cost. Let this cost be negligible except when a station is not
the only one to select wg (i.e., spends all the power on frame collisions), in which case it perceives a “success rate”
of bC < 0. Suppose that x, y and N − x − y stations select ws,wg, and wh, respectively. Then b′n = bn if y = 0;
otherwise b′n = 0 if wn = wh or wn = ws, b′n = 100% if wn = wg and y = 1, and b′n = bC if wn = wg and y > 1.
Taking W ′ = {wg,ws,wh} we redefine the CSMA/CA game as ({1, . . . ,N},W ′, b′). We shall refer to it as the ternary
CSMA/CA game as opposed to the binary CSMA/CA game discussed earlier.
We see that the ternary game is no longer a Prisoners’ Dilemma: any action profile with y = 1 (and no other) is a
NE. Such asymmetric action profiles, however, are not as compelling as is the unique all-ws NE in the original game.
Consider that the stations may seek a best reply to their beliefs as to the opponents’ imminent play; the outcome of the
game then depends on the stations’ sophistication. For example, first-order sophistication might consist in selecting
a best reply to the opponents’ best replies to the current profile, rather than to the current profile itself (see [16] for
a more systematic exposition and generalization). For a given action profile (wn,w−n), denote by OBR(w−n) the set
of opponent profiles v in which vm ∈ BR(w−m) for m = n i.e., the opponents have selected best replies to the current
action profile. A first-order sophistication equilibrium (1SE) is any action profile w in which wn ∈⋃v∈OBR(w−n) BR(v)
for all n = 1, . . . ,N . While in the original game the only 1SE coincides with the NE, in the present game the set of
equilibria is much larger: any action profile is a 1SE. This shows in particular that a strategy coping with possible
selections of wg must not be simply a replica of SPELL with W = {wg,wh}, since ws is likely to be played too.
For the ternary game we propose to modify SPELL as follows. First, we argue that a station m selecting wkm = wh
can distinguish the cases xk + yk = 0 and xk + yk > 0 at the end of stage k. Likewise, if wkm = ws then the cases
yk > 0, (yk = 0 and xk M), and (yk = 0 and xk > M) can be distinguished, and if wkm = wg then the cases yk = 1
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for each:
• bkm = “ > 0” or “≈ 0”, as separated by the discrepancies between bh(N,0) and bh(N,x) with x > 0, and between
bs(N,x) and bh(N,x) with x > 0 (both discrepancies are visible in Table 2 and occur regardless of N ),
• bkΣ = “high”, “low”, or “none”, as separated by the discrepancy between the total throughput corresponding to
x M and x > M , and the elevation of the latter throughput above zero (this is also visible in Table 2).
Moreover, even under assumption 2 of Section 2, station m can easily recognize the presence of occasional frame
collisions in the medium (for RTS/CTS access, a long uninterrupted transmission sensed on the medium indicates a
successful DATA frame, therefore short transmissions not followed by a successful DATA frame indicate colliding
RTS frames; for basic access, a long transmission not followed by a short one after a SIFS period indicates a colliding
DATA frame not followed by an ACK frame). This information can be translated into xk and yk as follows:
• If wkm = wh then the cases xk + yk > 0 and xk + yk = 0 are distinguishable as they correspond to bkm = “ ≈ 0”
and “> 0”, respectively. Moreover, bkm = “ ≈ 0” and bkΣ = “none” indicate yk > 1; bkm = “≈ 0” and bkΣ = “high”
in the absence of frame collisions indicate yk = 1; these same values in the presence of frame collisions indicate
yk = 0 and 0 < xk M ; finally, bkm = “≈ 0” and bkΣ = “low” indicate yk = 0 and xk > M .
Fig. 5. State transition diagram for modified SPELL.
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• If wkm = ws then bkm = “≈ 0” indicates yk > 0;bkm = “> 0” and bkΣ = “high” indicate yk = 0 and 0 < xk M ;
finally, bkm = “> 0” and bkΣ = “low” indicate yk = 0 and xk > M .• If wkm = wg then bkm = “≈ 0” indicates yk > 1 and bkm = “> 0” indicates yk = 1.
Having initialized r and engaged q , modified SPELL performs steps 1 through 3 below. They are similar to those
of SPELL except that in step 1, ws is selected when q > Y and wh otherwise, whereas in step 3, wg is selected when
q > Y and ws otherwise.
1) play out successive spells using q and P r until either (yk = 0 and xk M), whereupon disengage q and go to
step 2, or yk > 0, whereupon engage q , increment r , and go to step 3;
2) play honestly until xk + yk > 0, whereupon engage q , increment r , and go to step 1;
3) play out successive spells using q and P r until yk  1, whereupon disengage q and go to step 2.
The per-stage state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 5. Again, if no station deviates from modified SPELL then
step 2 is ultimately executed. In step 1, detection of a station selecting wg brings about a painful punishment: all
SPELL stations enter step 3 and toggle between wg and ws until yk  1, which may take quite long to happen. Like
SPELL, modified SPELL satisfies (16); the proof is similar to that in Section 5.2.
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5.4. Performance
Sample payoff trajectories (Eμ(σn,σ−n;π)bkn vs. k) produced by SPELL and modified SPELL have been obtained
via Monte Carlo simulation to illustrate the validity of (16). N = 10 and bC = −5% were fixed, and stage payoffs for
y = 0 were taken from Table 2. The probability distributions P r were uniform over {1, . . . ,Dr}, with Dr = D0 + r ·d .
For each station, D0 was drawn from the range 3..20. Each of the depicted curves emerged after averaging over 1000
runs with the same initial q-counter settings.
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate convergence to bh(N,0) = 8.1% in the binary and ternary game in the absence of
deviators from SPELL and modified SPELL, respectively. The initial settings were chosen at random (with equal
number of stations executing each step of SPELL or modified SPELL); this imitates the effect of an arbitrary play
path prior to the start of simulation. It is visible both for the binary and ternary game that the combination of Y and
d is far more critical to the speed of convergence than M . Taking Y too small and d too large brings about a long
initial punishment for what is perceived as deviations (e.g., when xk > 0 while the q-counter is disengaged at SPELL
stations, or when xk + yk > 0 while the q-counter is disengaged at modified SPELL stations), and what in fact is the
impact of the initial settings. This leads to slow convergence to bh(N,0), especially for modified SPELL on account of
occasional negative payoffs bC and since the condition of leaving step 3 is equivalent of M = 1 in SPELL. Figs. 7(a)
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and 7(b) depict complementary probability distribution functions of the number of stages before a “live-and-let-live”
scenario sets in.
In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) one station, say n, persistently deviates from SPELL in the binary game, and from modified
SPELL in the ternary game, respectively, while the other stations initially execute step 2. To upper bound the utility of
a conceivable deviator strategy, we have experimented with a “good reply” to SPELL that relies on ideal prediction,
prior to stage k, of the opponent profile in stage k. The deviator selects wkn = wh when exactly M other stations are to
select ws, and wkn = ws otherwise. That is, while noticing that ws always brings higher payoffs than wh, the deviator
will not prevent entering step 2 with a view of landing the highest possible success rate bn = bs(N,1) in the next
stage. Such a strategy is naturally unrealistic unless station n is capable of immediate estimation of throughput at the
beginnings of successive stages. Similarly, a “good reply” to modified SPELL selects wg when all the other stations
are to select wh; otherwise always selects ws except when no other station is to select wg, and M or less are to select
ws, in which case it selects wh. That is, the deviator selects wg sparingly for fear of rapid detection and punishment,
and again will not prevent entering step 2 with a view of landing b′n = 100% in the next stage.
That such deviator strategies work well against strategies less smart than SPELL or modified SPELL is demon-
strated by the d = 0 curves: against a “deficient” SPELL with d = 0 (i.e., with the r-counter never incremented), the
deviator achieves a stable success rate of 30% to 35% depending on Y i.e., four times the fair success rate bh(N,0).
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Against a “deficient” modified SPELL the deviator success rate reaches 15% or 25% depending on Y , a two- to three-
fold markup compared with bh(N,0). Yet when d > 0, the deviator ultimately fares much worse than it would if
playing SPELL or modified SPELL, its average stage payoffs approaching bs(N,N) = 3.1% (more rapidly for modi-
fied SPELL as a result of occasional negative payoffs bC ). Note that the punishment becomes more prompt and severe
with a smaller Y and larger d , revealing a tradeoff between punishment and convergence to bh(N,0).
Finally, Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) illustrate the idea of a subgame perfect NE: one station plays the above deviator strategy
up to stage 200 and subsequently reverts to SPELL and modified SPELL, respectively. The average stage payoffs then
asymptote to bh(N,0) (slightly more slowly for modified SPELL) and the live-and-let-live scenario sets in. Note that
by stage 200 the deviator will have realized the benefits of reverting to SPELL or modified SPELL.
6. Conclusion
We have proposed and studied a strategy against backoff attacks in wireless ad hoc LANs, in a simplified form
where the configuration of the backoff scheme at each station is restricted to greedy, selfish and honest. Using a fairly
accurate performance model with stations’ success rates regarded as payoffs we have shown that a noncooperative
CSMA/CA game then arises with a payoff structure characteristic of a Prisoners’ Dilemma. The fact that the unique
454 J. Konorski / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 5 (2007) 436–454NE of such a game is inefficient and that the success rates decrease as the number of attackers increases underlies a
simple strategy for the repeated CSMA/CA game, called SPELL. Assuming that the stations are rational players and
wish to maximize a long-term utility, SPELL deters a single attacker by preferring greedy or selfish play, yet at any
time retains the ability to end up in a live-and-let-live scenario with all the stations selecting the honest configuration.
It is worth noting that SPELL can be implemented in the network adapter software without affecting the IEEE 802.11
MAC standard.
Among the issues not addressed in this paper is the ability of SPELL to deter multiple attackers. It seems obvious
that a simultaneous backoff attack by multiple stations can only be beneficial if some coordination between them
exists. This is not unthinkable and deserves further research.
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